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Overview

Key Findings

• MAE capstone design students have designed and built
a net entanglement system for the United States Special
Operations Command (SOCOM) that will successfully
disable a full-keel vessel in an open body of water.
• SOCOM requires this system in order to safeguard
international waters from piracy and hostage situations.
• To disable the target vessel, the system will entangle
and stall the propeller of the ship.
• The final system is designed with the ability to easily be
built on a larger scale to accommodate larger target
vessels.

• Due to the large scale of the final deliverable, a full scale
test will be conducted by SOCOM with the MAE team
building a scaled tow tank for testing purposes.
• Test results thus far indicate that the customer
requirements will be met.
• Scale model testing has provided a visual of the fluid
flow around the propeller of a scaled full-keel vessel.
• The buoyancy and adhesion methods were critical
design parameters.
• The MAE design solution is nondescript and will not alert
the hostage takers to an impending vessel disablement.

Full Keel Vessel
http://www.sailboat-cruising.com/displacement-hull.html
[Accessed September 2014]

Open Water Hostage Situation
www.sercuarc.org [Accessed August 2014]

Explanation

Impact

• The MAE team utilized the NASA Systems Engineering
handbook during the year-long design effort in order to
ensure a high quality deliverable to SOCOM.
• The MAE team initially created numerous concepts and
conducted multiple trade studies to identify the optimal
solution.
• An oil spill boom with numerous floaters and tanglers
attached was selected.
• The boom system is made of four 25 foot sections and
can be deployed from a zodiac vessel.

• The MAE design team has created a unique solution for
US SOCOM that will enable the entanglement of a
vessel's propeller and SOCOM has gained another
design solution that will undergo further open water
testing.
• The MAE team has acquired critical and real-world
design experience and the honor of working with
SOCOM advisors.
• The MAE students have conducted numerous tests,
technical analyses, risk assessments, trade studies,
human factors evaluations, costs analyses, material
analyses, among many others.

25ft Section Behind Deployment Vessel
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